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Prices Continue Seesaw Action 
Leaving Growers Concerned and Frustrated 

 
“Profit” = (Price x Yield) – Costs.  Price is always an important part 
of the equation.  A good year production-wise can be offset by low 
price.  And, higher than expected costs also. 
 
Costs for 2022 will be extremely high.  Also, farmers will be doing 
what they can to trim inputs and costs in hopes that yield can still 
be maintained.  Weather is also a concern as usual but input 
management now creates a degree of added uncertainty. 
 
A high price is needed for 2022 production.  Pricing low can be 
costly financially.  But in markets, we don’t know what’s low and 
what’s high until after the fact.  Case in point, some growers priced 
a portion of expected 2021 production at 85 to 95 cents and felt 
good about it—but then watched price go to $1.20.  For this 
reason, growers are reluctant to jump in too early this year for fear 
of making the mistake again.  They know price is going to be 
especially important because any profit margin is going to be slim. 

 
New crop Dec futures has thus far made a run to $1.06 before 
retreating back to the $1.00 area.  Dec presently stands about 
$1.02.  Some producers have already priced a portion of expected 
2022 production.  I sense those who have not are waiting on 
another run and if already priced, uncomfortable doing more. 
 
University of Georgia Extension estimates are used to compare 
costs this season to last season.  The estimates show the increases 
for seed, fertilizers and lime, chemicals, and fuel.  Assuming a 
generous 2-bale (1,000 lbs) average yield, these cost increases 
alone add an extra 17.7 cents per lb to the price needed for cotton. 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Events of the Russia-Ukraine situation seem to often override 
other factors in the market.  It is not at all clear, however, if these 
events are positive or negative for cotton and for what reason.  
Using Feb 23rd (before the Russia invasion began) as the baseline, 
corn and wheat have increased.  Cotton and soybeans have not.       

 
USDA’s March supply/demand numbers last week were mostly 
bullish.  This market continues to ride on the expectation of strong 
demand continuing for the 2022 crop and underlying uncertainty 
in US production due to expected continued dry conditions. 

   
 
Don Shurley 
Cotton Economist-Retired/Professor Emeritus of Cotton Economics 
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Futures Feb 23 Mar 14 High Low

Corn May 6.81 7.48 7.62 6.56

Cotton May 121.30 118.77 122.75 116.42

Soybeans May 16.71 16.71 16.90 15.84

Wheat May 8.85 10.96 12.86 8.60

Prices Pre Russia Ukraine Invasion on Feb 24 to Present Mar 14

2021 2022 Increase

Seed 94 100 6.4%

Fertilizer and Lime 97 202 108.2%

Chemicals 87 131 50.6%

Fuel
 3

22 44 100.0%
1/ SOURCE: Crop Comparison Tool , Univers i ty of Georgia

2/ Conventional  ti l lage; average of i rrigated and non-irrigated production

3/ Excludes  i rrigation appl ication

$ Per Acre 2
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